Introduction
This paper describes the optimization and code generation techniques which have been implemented in a compiler which generates code for several different machines.
The compiler was designed to produce code which, in terms of space, is no more than 10% larger than that produced by hand. One version of the compiler has been used extensively to produce microcode for various peripheral devices. In these cases, the target machines have proprietary instruction sets. A second version of the compiler produces code for the IBM 8100, and it was used to develop the entire multiprogramming operating system for that machine. A description of the language of the latter version of the compiler can be found in [ 11.
The development of the compiler extended over a period of several years. Periodically, a new version of the compiler was made available to the user community, with each successive version increasing the degree of optimization. The section on "Results" shows how the code size decreased with successive releases for a representative sample of programs.
The compiler achieves a high degree of optimization by applying a number of techniques. The salient techniques are presented below. We have chosen to present these in the order in which they were implemented. The "Results" section gives an idea of the effectiveness of each technique. We believe that the handling of special register sets is unique, as is the table-driven implementation of built-in instructions. Although well known, some of the other methods are described in this paper because of their significant influence on the effectiveness of the optimization strategy as a whole. The language is frequently described as a subset of PUI, from which it derives its terminology and syntax. However, there are a number of semantic differences which make it an improper subset. The target machine(s) are exposed in the language by providing the REGISTER storage attribute and Built-in Instruction (see below). Furthermore, there are many restrictions placed on the language to prevent the generation of cumbersome code sequences. In spirit, the language resembles the programming language c [ 2 ] .
The structure of the compiler follows the classical front-end, optimization, and code generation approach. The optimization phase can be bypassed at the user's option. 
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The % column is the percentage size decrease between each version and the preceding one tory of expressions. There is a great deal of machine-dependent special casing in this phase. We believe that such special casing is the first step to effective optimization.
Version 1 of the compiler lacked the optimization phase, but its code generation phase had most of the special casing which is in the current version of the compiler. Therefore, the version-I column of Table 1 presented later in "Results" gives a rather good measure of the best that one can do on a single pass down the internal text.
Holding scalar variables in registers
In version 2 we introduced the optimization phase (which grew over the next several releases). This meant that the compiler began to take program topology into account.
Whereas in version 1 all user-declared data were mapped into main storage, in version 2, user-declared scalar variables were automatically mapped into registers so that no loadstores are needed. Each variable is given a "profit," which is a measure of the payoff for placing the variable in a register. Assignments are done to maximize total profit. A given variable is bound to a particular register throughout the life of the program being compiled. If variable activity permits, several names are bound to the same register. The actual register assignment algorithm used is one described by Day [4] . The version-2 column of Table 1 gives us an idea of the benefits from this approach. 678 D. BOYLE ET AL.
Placing common expression computations in registers
The next compiler version treated expressions instead of merely dealing with simple scalars. As text is read, a "candidate table" of expressions found in the text is constructed. This table shows where a given expression is referenced or killed. By using techniques described by Ernst [SI, we are able to determine the program points at which each expression value must be reestablished or can simply be used. Each entry in the expression candidate table is then treated as if it were a user-declared scalar, and it is assigned to a register using the same methods as are used for scalars. Expression candidates and scalar candidates vie for the same register. The internal text and dictionary are then modified to make it appear to the code generation phase as if the original user program were written in terms of user-written variables. The version-3 column of Table 1 reflects this addition.
Special register sets
The optimization techniques described so far are machine-independent. The detection of expression or variable usage, the counting of profit, and the tracing of candidate activity have little or nothing to do with a particular machine. Machine dependence is simply reflected in a table which lists the available registers.
Machine dependence is introduced by the fact that some of the supported machines have nonhomogeneous registers. For example, although bits can be tested in any register, it is, on one machine, more efficient to test bits if the datum is in register number 2. Several such machinedependent register characteristics were implied by the instruction sets.
This problem was addressed by introducing the notion of special register sets. All registers sharing a particular property ( e . g . , "able-to-do-fast-bit-test") are marked as being in a special register set. (Some register numbers may be in several special register sets.) While reading text, an occurrence of a particular candidate for assignment is checked to determine whether this occurrence would imply that inclusion in a given register set is desirable. If so, the candidate is marked as being "desirable to place in special register set n."
When candidates are actually assigned to registers, the special register sets are tried first using only those candidates which are so marked. This tends to put candidates into register numbers which allow the code generation phase to exploit the use of special registers. Note that a marked candidate which fails to be assigned to the preferred special register set may still be assigned to a register not in that set. Also, unmarked candidates may be assigned to a special register set when no marked candidate is active at the particular program points at which the unmarked candidate is active.
Pre-optimization transforms
We then introduced machine-dependent transforms at the start of optimization. This can be viewed as recoding the original program so that features of the subsequent optimization and code generation phases tend to be exploited. We have incorporated a number of such transformations in the compiler, but the one described below should give an idea of the approach. If we are compiling for a machine which has index registers, this is a good form for internal text. The optimization phase will tend to assign PT to a base register, and [(J*2)-2] can be assigned to an index register. However, sometimes we are compiling for a machine which lacks index registers. In this case the text is transformed to look like the following:
This exposes the full addressing calculation to optimization and allows the expression (€"+((J*2)-2)) to be assigned to a single register. When the text transformation phase encounters a bit assignment statement where the source is a bit constant, it checks whether the previous statement was a bit assignment that refers to the same byte or halfword. If this is the case, the previous statement is deleted and a single character operation is produced which combines the effects of the two statements. This process is repeated until this bit history is terminated by the occurrence of any statement which is not a bit assignment referring to the same byte or halfword.
The following examples illustrate the effect of bit commoning: This sequence of statements would be transformed to the single character operation
Bit testing
In order to help the code generation phase to exploit particular instructions for testing bits in a byte, a further transformation is performed for those bit-testing operations which are one byte long. This involves the use of four special internal operators:
BON-Test specified bits equal to '1'B BOF-Test specified bits equal to 'O'B NBON-Test specified bits not equal to '1'B NBOF-Test specified bits not equal to 'O'B Each of these operators specifies the name of the byte under test and a bit mask which indicates which bit(s) are to be tested. This makes it simple for the code generation phase to produce the appropriate "test with mask" instructions. BON '10101010'B) & (SA BOF '010101OO'B) . . . which allows us to test by merely issuing two of the special bit testing instructions.
Jump optimization
Some of the supported machines contain short jump instructions which allow a backwards or forwards branch to a point near the current location. A branch which must go a greater distance must be done with a long branch.
The compiler optimizes for time and space by generating short jumps whenever the target is in range. This is performed by the "goto-optimization'' phase, which runs after the code generation phase. This phase operates on a table containing all the branch instructions and labels together with their displacements from the start of generated code. The current displacement is incremented by the size of each instruction generated. All branch instructions are initially assumed to be ':short."
An iterative process then operates on the table, and any branch which is out of short jump range is marked "long." This may cause existing short jumps to become "long" and so on. The process continues until all jump instructions have been determined to be either "long" or "short."
The following pseudo-code illustrates the basic algorithm for goto optimization: . . A further function performed by this phase is jump-tojump optimization. This is applicable when optimizing for space rather than execution time.
For each branch which cannot be achieved with a short jump:
1. Determine whether there is a branch instruction within short jump range which causes control to (eventually) reach the desired target. If so, insert a label in front of it and change the initial branch target to be this label.
2.
If there is no such branch within the range of a short jump, find a suitable place to insert an intermediate jump instruction (e.g., after an unconditional branch). Then change the initial branch to be the label on the intermediate jump.
Access to built-in machine instructions
The compiler has a language feature called Built-In Instructions (BII's). This allows the user to code any instruction available on the hardware as a statement. The user codes full expressions as the instruction's arguments, and the compiler generates code as needed to perform necessary housekeeping such as loading and storing registers.
The instructions are viewed as in-line routines which require expressions with particular attributes as operands. This leads to a table-driven implementation technique which makes it possible to support all of the instructions on the target machine with little compiler implementation cost.
We defined a table structure which allows one to encode a description of any machine instruction. An instruction entry has information such as the instruction name; the number of operands required; the permissible attributes for each operand; the number and type of registers required for each operand; an indication of which operands are inputs to the instruction; an indication of which operands are outputs from the instruction.
A macro processor was used to provide a "language" which can be used to write these instruction descriptions. Persons who know little or nothing about the internal characteristics of the optimization or code generation phases can define and modify these tables. When a built-in instruction appears in the text, the BII module is called. This module interprets these tables and calls the expression handling routines as needed to properly process the user's statement. There is one such BII module for each phase of the compiler. There is only one copy of the tables, which is used in a read-only manner by all phases.
Local block optimization
Before emitting the code for a basic block, the code generation phase makes a pass against the code which it has just generated to determine whether any final optimizations based on the peculiarities of the target instruction set can be done. The individual optimizations are defined by means of macros. These macros generate tables which are interpreted by the local block optimization module. The macros allow new optimizations to be added very easily.
Since the process is iterative, some optimizations together can have a dramatic effect. Consider the following (nonoptimized) sequence of code which would be applicable for the IBM 8100: Table 1 shows the results of compiling a set of programs using different versions of the compiler. Combined with Table 2 , this gives us an idea of the degree of improvement from the various optimization methods.
Results
The results in Table I are the size (in bytes) of the resulting object code of each program. This includes both executable instructions and static data for literals and the like. (We have made sure that the programs do not have a large amount of user-declared static data because this would have distorted the results; e . g . , "DCL x CHAR (8000) STATIC;" cannot be optimized.
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Summary
The optimization methods described in this paper have been successful. The degree of optimization has been such that users have found it unnecessary to resort to hand code even in the most critical parts of their systems. Our original goal was to have the compiler produce code which (in terms of space) was no more than 107% larger than hand-produced code. On several occasions, we have taken existing assembler code and reprogrammed it to demonstrate that the compiler can match hand-produced code for time and space. The 10% objective has been met, based on the results of such exercises.
Our results demonstrate the effectiveness of the register assignment method by which variables and expression values are assigned to registers. We also believe that the importance of special casing, local block optimization, and other techniques described here cannot be ignored. No single method effectively optimizes all programs. For each technique described here, there exist modules which were highly optimized only when that particular technique was implemented in the compiler.
During the development of the compiler we made conscious efforts to implement the compiler so that it would be relatively simple to support new machines. We have partially succeeded. We say "partially" because such modifications can only be done by members of our own development group who are familiar with the compiler implementation.
We were pleasantly surprised at how well the special register set approach handled the problem of nonhomogeneous registers. The method as implemented has an obvious flaw: a relatively unprofitable item may be assigned to a special register, preventing some more profitable item from being assigned to any register. In practice, this does not seem to happen often. We have inspected many samples of user code, and there appears to be a strong affinity between profitability and special register desirability. We have had only two known cases in three years where users had code which exhibited this problem. Still, we would be happier if we could discover a theoretically sound solution to the nonhomogeneous register problem.
The problem of work register allocation by optimization has not been satisfactorily solved. It is possible that the optimization phase can assign items to so many different registers that the code generation phase is unable to evaluate a particular expression because optimization has left no work registers for code generation. This is addressed by having the optimization phase estimate the work register requirements of the later code generation phase. This must be a worst-case estimate because it is not known at the time that this estimate is done whether or not various components of expression will be precomputed or not. Hence, the optimization sometimes ends up leaving a few registers free which it could have used (given the post-code-generation aftersight that people reading the code have). Arriving at the proper estimate function proved to be a delicate exercise in fine tuning. We hope that some researcher can find a solution to this problem.
We are not sure how well the methods described would work on nonregister machines. Optimization techniques could be made to map noninterfering variables and expression values onto storage instead of into registers. We believe that this would give excellent results. However, we have no experimental evidence to validate this because all machines supported by this compiler were register machines.
